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Ultraflatbands that have been theoretically and experimentally detected in a bunch of van der
Waals stacked materials show some peculiar properties, for instance, highly localized electronic states
and enhanced electron-electron interactions. In this Letter, using an accurate ab initio tight-binding
model, we study the formation and evolution of ultraflatbands in transition metal dichalcogenides
(TMDCs) under low rotation angles. We find that, unlike in twisted bilayer graphene, ultraflatbands
exist in TMDCs for almost any small twist angles and their wave function becomes more localized
when the rotation angle decreases. Pressure and local deformation can tune the width of the
flatbands, as well as their localization. Furthermore, we investigate the effect of spin-orbit coupling
on the flatbands and discover spin/orbital/valley locking at the minimum of the conduction band
at the K point of the Brillouin zone. The ultraflatbands found in TMDCs with a range of rotation
angle below 7◦, may provide an ideal platform to study strongly correlated states.
Introduction.–Stacked van der Waals layered systems
provide an ideal platform to modulate the electronic
properties of their parent materials via different degrees
of freedom, for example, the rotation angle [1, 2]. One of
the most interesting phenomenon in these twisted two-
dimensional (2D) materials is the formation of flatbands.
Recently, it has been discovered that, in the so-called
magic-angle twisted bilayer graphene, a flatband forms
near the Fermi level and strongly correlated states, for
instance, a Mott insulating behavior and unconventional
superconductivity, arise from such flatband [3, 4]. This
generated an intensive investigation on this matter in or-
der to identify bilayer systems that present this kind of
electronic properties and that could be used as an ideal
platform to study many-body interaction physics.[5–8].
Soon after, flatbands were also theoretically predicted
and experimentally observed in transition metal dichalco-
genides (TMDCs) [8–22].
The engineering of the quantum states of matter is
an active area of the experimental and theoretical re-
search on modern condensed matter physics. In two-
dimensional crystals and van der Waals materials, such
controllable engineering can be realized by means of the
rotation angle, pressure, strain or local deformation.[23,
24] For instance, the modification of the magic angle
value of twisted bilayer graphene has been realized by
application of a uniaxial strain [25]. In fact, atomically
thin 2D materials are particularly suited for strain engi-
neering. For example, single-particle bound states can be
created and confined by strain at the center of bubbles
in monolayers of TMDCs [26]. A strain superlattice can
lead to bands which describe a topological insulator[27].
As a designing parameter, the interlayer coupling can be
tuned by variable local stackings to tailor the electronic
properties of van der Waals materials [28–30]. How these
tuning parameters engineer the ultraflatbands and their
novel properties of twisted bilayer TMDCs is still unclear.
In this Letter, we use an accurate ab initio tight-
binding Hamiltonian[31, 32] to study the electronic prop-
erties of twisted bilayer MoS2 (TBLM) and, in particu-
lar, the engineering of the emerging ultraflatbands at low
rotation angles. We find that multiple energy-separated
ultraflatbands are formed in rigidly twisted TMDCs with
tiny twist angle. Furthermore, applying pressure can in-
duce more flatbands and shift them towards the Fermi
level, which indicates a tendency of the system to suffer
a semiconductor-to-metal transition. More interestingly,
the mechanical strain applied at some high-symmetry
stackings can destroy or create ultraflatbands at the va-
lence band (VB) edge and change the localization of
the wave functions of these flatbands as well. In the
presence of the strong spin-orbit coupling (SOC), the
spin/valley/orbital locking is detected at the K point of
the Brillouin zone (BZ) of the conduction band (CB) min-
imum in TBLM. That is different from the single-layer
TMDCs case where the spin polarization is probed at
the so-called Q point [33]. This property can be of in-
terest for the implementation of these structures in novel
valleytronics devices.
We construct the twisted bilayer TMDCs by starting
from a 2H stacking and rotating the top layer with an
angle θ with respect to the bottom layer around an atom
site [32, 34]. The Moire´ pattern has D3 point group
symmetry with the threefold rotation axis perpendic-
ular to the TMDCs plane and three two-fold rotation
axes in the TMDCs plane. As illustrated in Ref. 32,
in the supercell we can distinguish three different high-
symmetry stackings (AB, BS/S and BMo/Mo). The band
structure of monolayer transition metal dichalcogenides
can be described by a tight-binding Hamiltonian consist-
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FIG. 1. The band structure of twisted bilayer MoS2 with
angle (a) θ = 5.1◦ and (b) θ = 1.6◦. Insets are the conduction
and valence band edges. (c), (d) Variation of the bandwidth
and the inverse participation ratio (IPR) changes with the
rotation angle.
ing of eleven orbitals, the d orbitals from Mo and the
p orbitals from the S. The generalization to the bilayer
case (including the twisted bilayer system) is done by
adding an interlayer hopping term of the p orbitals of
the chalcogen between adjacent layers to a two single-
layer Hamiltonian[31, 32, 35]. In this work we used an
ab initio TB Hamiltonian which further improves the fit-
ting of the band structure.[31] Tight-binding models are
quite useful for the investigation of large-scale compli-
cated systems and for the systematic study of local strain
effect on the electronic properties of 2D materials.
Rotation angle.–Via exact diagonalization of the ab
initio tight-binding Hamiltonian of the twisted bilayer
MoS2, we carefully study the evolution of band struc-
tures under different rotation angle from θ = 7.3◦ to
θ = 1.6◦, which are illustrated in Fig. 1. Recently,
by using first-principles density functional theory (DFT),
ultraflatbands have been discovered in TBLM with rota-
tion angle θ = 5.1◦ [9]. The shape of the ultraflatband
in Fig. 1(a) is similar to that of the DFT result. When
the rotation angle approaches 0◦, for instance θ = 1.6◦
(see Fig. 1(b)), multiple energy-separated ultraflatbands
emerge at the valence band edge, which are localized
at the BS/S region [10, 11]. Moreover, an ultraflatband
forms at the conduction band edge and its wave function
is localized at the BMo/Mo region. These ultraflatbands
resemble the quantized energy levels of bound states of a
particle in a potential well, indicating that the electron
suffers a strong and deep effective moire´ potential[10, 11].
The ultraflatbands also occur at the valence band edge of
twisted bilayer MoSe2, WS2 and WSe2 as well (see Sec.
E of the Supplementary Information (SI) [36]), which is
consistent with a recent experimental result [12].
We define the bandwidth W as the energy difference
between the Γ and K points in the valence band edge. To
characterize the band flattening, we plot the evolution of
bandwidths W with θ in Fig. 1(c). The bandwidth un-
dergoes a drastic changes from 30 meV to nearly zero as
the rotation angle decreases. There are two reasons that
can explain the flattening of bands. i) The first is trivial,
the growing size of the moire´ unit cell shrinks the moire´
Brillouin zone (MBZ). Since the MBZ is smaller than the
original BZ, the energy bands simply fold into the MBZ
and could cause the band flattening. ii) On the other
hand, the evolution of the interlayer interaction due to
the formation of a moire´ structure can also cause band
flattening while resulting in a non-trivial modulation of
the electronic properties. It was discovered both theoret-
ically and experimentally that in twisted bilayer systems,
the electronic states of the flatbands are highly localized
at the BS/S or BMo/Mo high-symmetry stacking regions
in the real space, trapped by the effective periodic moire´
potential and forming networks analogous to arrays of
quantum dots [9–11].
To compare the localization of wave functions in the
TBLM, we calculate the inversion participation ratio
(IPR), which in a tight-binding model with N orbitals
is defined as [37]:
IPR = 1/(N
N∑
i=1
|aαi |4), (1)
where aαi is the amplitude for the eigenstate α at the site
i. The evolution of the IPR of the states at K in the
VB edge is plotted in Fig. 1(d). As the rotation angle
becomes smaller, the IPR decreases monotonically, show-
ing an evidence of electron localization. This is a strong
signal of a moire´-modulated electronic band structure in-
stead of one caused by trivial band-folding. Therefore,
we can conclude that the change of the interlayer inter-
action due to the change in the moire´ structure is the
reason behind the flattening of the bands.
Compression.–The possibility of modifying the ul-
traflatbands and their associated correlated physics in
twisted bilayer TMDCs by the application of uniaxial
compression is investigated. In Fig. 2(a) we can see
that, for TBLM with θ = 2.0◦, the ultraflatbands emerge
in both CB and VB edges. Compression in the direction
perpendicular to the bilayers is implemented in terms of
σ = 1−(d′/d) where d′ is the distance between repeating
two monolayer units and d is the distance at zero com-
pression. For simplicity, the effect of compression on the
in-plane lattice parameters are ignored.
If we pull apart the layers (negative compression), the
ultraflatbands near the CB and VB edges go deeper into
the CB and VB, respectively and disappear, whereas the
top VB ultraflatband is robust. More interestingly, as
the positive compression increases, the layers come closer
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FIG. 2. The band structure of twisted bilayer MoS2 with
θ = 2.0◦ under different vertical compression.
and the effective interlayer coupling strength increases,
which creates more energy-separated ultraflatbands in
both CB and VB edges. Such multiple energy-separated
ultraflatbands is similar to the DFT result in Ref. 10.
The compression has no effect on the localization of the
ultraflatbands (see Sec. A of the SI[36]). Moreover, a
progressive closure of the band gap is obtained as the
compression increases, which indicates that a metalliza-
tion of twisted TMDCs may occur at compression larger
than 15%. Such metalization could be investigated in an
experimental setup with the application of pressure on
TBLM higher than 56 GPa [38].
Local deformation.–Specific strain textures can be pro-
duced in a system by applying an external strain, indent-
ing with nanopillars patterned in a substrate or stacking
one layer on another lattice-mismatched layer [39–43].
The structural deformation can have a significant influ-
ence on the electronic properties of such systems. For
instance, spatially tailored pseudo-magnetic fields were
detected in graphene-based devices[34, 43]. How will the
local deformation affect the ultraflatbands in twisted bi-
layer TMDCs is still unclear. In this part, a Gaussian-
type bubble with a radius R = 2.6 nm is created at
a high-symmetry stacking region (AB or BS/S) of the
TBLM with θ = 2◦. The in-plane separation between the
high-symmetry stacking sites is 9 nm. The center of the
bubble is located at either the AB or BS/S site (see Fig.
3) and the maximum out-of-plane displacement, hmax, at
AB and BS/S is 0.05c and 0.2c, respectively. The bubble
(a) (b)
(c)
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FIG. 3. The band structure of 2◦ twisted bilayer MoS2 with
local deformation at (a) the BS/S region and (b) both the
AB and BS/S regions. The insets are the side view of the
atomic model along the direction of the three high-symmetry
stacking (AB, BMo/Mo and BS/S). The local deformation is
realized by implementing a Gaussian-type bubble at the BS/S
or AB regions and with the center located at the BS/S or AB
site, respectively. (c) The calculated local density of states
mapping with energies of the CB and VB edges labeled in
(b).
has a height-over-radius ratio hmax/R = 0.04, in which
the in-plane lattice deformation can be neglected. We
only concentrate on the interlayer coupling and, for sim-
plicity, we will use the same in-plane hopping value that
independently of the lattice deformation.
In Fig. 3(a), the multiple ultraflatbands that are local-
ized at the BS/S region are destroyed upon the formation
of the bubble. When the interlayer distance increases
inside the bubble, the interlayer interaction decreases,
which kills the ultraflatband in the VB edge. After, we
can generate a concave bubble with the same shape at
the AB region (see inset of Fig. 3(b)). Interestingly,
as seen in Fig. 3(b), multiple energy-separated ultraflat-
bands form again in the VB edges. When the height of
the bubble increases, more ultraflatbands appear in the
VB. Different from the moire´ pattern without local de-
formation, as shown in Fig. 3(c), the new ultraflatband
states are localized at the AB region. Differently, the lo-
cal deformation in both AB and BS/S regions have minor
changes to the ultraflatband in the CB edge and its lo-
calization. All in all, the local deformation is remarkably
efficient to tune the ultraflatband as well as its localiza-
tion.
Spin-orbit coupling.–Transition metal dichalcogenides,
in particular, single-layer TMDCs, have strong spin-orbit
coupling (SOC) and broken inversion symmetry which
lead to opposite spin polarization on different valleys.
The locked spin and valley pseudospin gives rise to rich
valley physics and makes TMDCs promising materials
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FIG. 4. The band structure of twisted bilayer MoS2 with ro-
tation angles (a) θ = 3.5◦ and (b) θ = 2.0◦. The red solid and
black dashed lines are the band structure with and without
spin-orbit coupling, respectively. (c) The band structure and
orbital weight of 2◦ twisted bilayer MoS2. The thickness of
the bands represents the orbital weight with the d character
(d2 = dx2−y2 , dxy, d1 = dxz, dyz, d0 = d3z2−r2) refers to the
Mo atom 4d orbitals and p character (pxy = px, py) refers to
S atom 2p orbitals. The orbital weight of d2 and d1 are not
shown here. The sum orbital weight of d0, pxy and pz is up
to 97%.
for next generation optoelectronic applications. In the
tight-binding model, the effect of SOC is well captured
by doubling the orbitals and including an on site term∑
α
λαL ·S in the Hamiltonian, where subscript α stands
for the type of atom[31, 33].
In this section, we investigate the effect of SOC on
the band structure of twisted bilayer MoS2. The band
structure with (red solid line) and without spin-orbit cou-
pling (dashed black line) is shown in Fig 4(a) and (b) for
θ = 3.5◦ and θ = 2.0◦, respectively. From these fig-
ures we observe that, upon rotation, as a consequence of
breaking the out-of-plane mirror symmetry, spin degen-
eracies are lifted along the Γ–K–M path, but the time re-
versal invariant points Γ and M remain spin degenerate.
Furthermore, opposite to the single-layer case, the effect
of SOC is more significant in the conduction band for the
twisted bilayer system. This is the opposite to what hap-
pens in a MoS2 monolayer, where the effect of the spin-
orbit interaction is negligible for the conduction band. In
the monolayer, the conduction band edge, at the K point,
has a d3z2−r2 character[35]. For these states, 〈L ·S〉 = 0,
and the effect of the spin-orbit requires processes of sec-
ond order in perturbation theory[44]. The twisted sys-
tem considered here has regions which resemble differ-
ent stacking configurations of MoS2 bilayers, where the
bands at the Q point in the Brillouin Zone can be be-
low the states at the K point. Hence, the states at the
Q point of MoS2 have a contribution to the flat bands
studied here, see Fig.[S4] in [36]. These states have a sig-
nificant S px, py character, where the splitting due to the
spin-orbit coupling is a first order process. Our results
suggest that, in order to understand the conduction band
of twisted MoS2, a model based solely on the states at
the K and K ′ points is insufficient.
Focusing on the conduction and valence band edges,
we found that the ultraflatband at the valence band edge
is doubly spin-degenerate in the whole BZ and, as shown
in Fig. 4, there is no spin splitting at the VB edge.
Meanwhile, at the conduction band edge, the K valley has
the largest spin splitting and shrinks when the rotation
angle decreases. This can be qualitatively understood in
terms of the variation of the spin splitting at the Q point
of the BZ in different high-symmetry stackings, that is,
the SOC splitting is sensitive to the interlayer interaction
(see Sec. D of the SI [36]).
We further calculate the orbital weight for the band
structure of TBLM with θ = 2◦. The ultraflatband at
the valence band edge is mainly composed of d0 and pz
orbitals and is indeed spin-degenerate. States at the bot-
tom of the conduction band mainly consist of pxy and
d0 orbitals, and the two in-equivalent valleys degree are
spin-locked. That is, the spin up states at valley K
are degenerate with spin down states at valley K’, and
vice-versa. That is different from the monolayer case
where the Q point has the band splitting with a spin-
polarization[33]. Note that the electronic state of the
ultraflatband at the valence band is highly localized at
the BS/S position where the interlayer interaction is the
strongest. Thus, the large composition of pz orbital at
valence band edge indicates a strong evidence of compe-
tition between the moire´ interlayer interaction and the
SOC. Therefore, we attribute the suppressed effect of
SOC on the valence band as a consequence of a nearly
restored in-plane inversion symmetry for bilayers with
small twist angles, and also the modulation of moire´ po-
tential. We also pay attention to the evolution of orbital
contribution for the conduction band edge when the ro-
tation angle is reduced from θ = 3.5◦ to θ = 2.0◦. In
the CB an ultraflatband is formed and its localization
is at the BMo/Mo region. Such band is almost composed
solely by d0 orbital while it has a finite contribution from
pxy orbitals. This indicates a different origin of the ul-
traflatbands near the conduction band. The electronic
states at the conduction band edge are nearly decoupled
from each other for two different layers, as there is lit-
tle interlayer interaction for the BMo/Mo stacking. This
property might allow independent manipulation of elec-
tronic states in conduction band minimum for the two
different layers.
Conclusions.–We have studied the evolution of the
5band structure of twisted bilayer MoS2. We found
that as the rotation angle decreases, the band width
decreases monotonically and the flatband wave functions
become more localized as well. When the rotation angle
is below a certain value, flatbands start to emerge at the
valence band and multiple energy-separated flatbands
form at the conduction band. Furthermore, compression
and mechanical strain are effective methods to tune the
flatbands and their localization in real space. Finally,
we analyzed the orbital composition near the band edge
in the presence of SOC. We show that, while SOC in the
valence band is suppressed by the Moire´ interaction and
nearly restored inversion symmetry, in the conduction
band edge the states are spin-polarized. Moreover,
the polarization is opposite in K and K ′. Therefore,
the effect of spin-orbit coupling should be taking into
account when developing simpler models for this kind
of systems. We also found that the electronic states
at conduction band edge are independent for the two
layers according to their orbital contribution. All these
interesting properties are also occur in other twisted
bilayer TMDCs, for instance, MoSe2, WS2 and WSe2,
which indicates that twisted TMDCs could be used as
an ideal platform for the understanding of correlated
behaviors.
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